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Prospectus

The world is becoming increasingly urban with a larger proportion moving to cities every
year. By 2050, an estimated 66 percent (6.4 billion) of the population will live in urban areas. To
put this into perspective, in 2014, 54 percent (3.9 billion) lived in cities (United Nations, 2014).
In order for the Earth to sustain this dramatic increase, the human population needs to minimize
its use of space and maximize efficiency. The micro apartment is one of the solutions to this
quickly approaching issue.
The definition of micro apartment, according to the Urban Land Institute, is “a small
studio apartment, typically less than 350 square feet, with a fully functioning and accessibility
compliant kitchen and bathroom.” This housing type is usually associated with single adults
only, and as such, there is no clear precedent in which the design of these units focus on family
living. A micro apartment building with an emphasis on the details of the unit itself will be
designed for Little Rock, Arkansas with a family of four in mind. The family size is based on the
replacement fertility rate of 2.33 children per woman. The term “family” in this context is
defined as two adults with two minors with no assumption of gender or sexual orientation.
This project will be submitted to the d3 Housing Tomorrow 2017 competition. The brief
for the competition follows:
Exploration of contextual, cultural, and life cycle flows offers a critical lens for
visualizing new housing strategies for living in the future. Among the most acclaimed
speculative housing awards, the annual d3 Housing Tomorrow international competition
invites architects, designers, engineers, and students to collectively explore, document,
analyze, transform, and deploy innovative approaches to residential urbanism,
architecture, interiors, and designed objects.
The 2016 competition calls for transformative solutions that advance sustainable thought,
building performance, and social interaction through study of intrinsic environmental
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geometries, social behaviors, urban implications, and programmatic flows. Special
emphasis may be placed on housing concepts that investigate dialogues including
engagement of internal/external socio-economic diversity, change/adaptability over time,
public/private spatial connectivity, and permanence/impermanence of materials. d3
challenges participants to rethink strategies for investigating residential design from
macro-to-micro scales ranging from urban—promoting broader physical
interconnectivity; communal—exploiting an interaction of units with shared facilities;
and internal—examining the interior particularity of the unit, individual, or family in
housing design toward promoting identity, ownership, and intimacy.
An architecture of emergence suggests that design expression requires purpose beyond
formal assumption and aesthetic experimentation itself. Concurrent with sustainable
thought, the d3 Housing Tomorrow competition assumes that architecture does not
simply form, but rather perform various functions beyond those conventionally
associated with residential buildings. Accordingly, design submissions must be
environmentally responsible while fostering inventive conceptual living solutions for
today and tomorrow. Although proposals should be technologically feasible, they may
suggest fantastical architectural visions of a sustainable residential future.
The d3 Housing Tomorrow competition allows designers freedom to approach their
creative process in a scale-appropriate manner, from large-scale master planning
endeavors, to individual building concepts, to notions of the interior realm. Although
there are no restrictions on site, scale, program, or residential building typology,
proposals should carefully address their selected context.
This project aims to answer what is necessary for family housing in the future and what details
result in an effective micro apartment module.
A series of architectural precedents were consulted in preparation for this project: the
Nakagin Capsule Tower located in Tokyo and designed by Kisho Kurokawa and the Domestic
Transformer project designed by Gary Chang. Additional precedents considered included: the
apartment of Korben Dallas from the movie The Fifth Element and Ghost I and II an installation
by the artist Michael Johansson. These precedents will inform the program placement in the
project’s unit design and help inform the construction of details.
The Nakagin Capsule Tower and the Domestic Transformer are both built projects that
start to define the problem of the micro apartment. The tower is exemplary for its creation of a
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prefabricated module that is assembled to create the structure. The units also begin to experiment
with space-saving techniques, essential for a successful micro apartment.

The Domestic Transformer perfects how each space type can be maximized through the use of
kinetic partitions. It recognizes that creating hard-line boundaries in a micro apartment leads to
the creation of small, unpleasant spaces. With the freedom that moveable walls afford, ideal
proportions for each space can be maintained.
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The apartment in The Fifth Element includes some interesting ideas on how people in the
future might interact with their environment or with the rest of society, such as having a window
that can be accessed by street vendors.

The artist Michael Johansson’s work has interesting implications on how items can be stored and
packaged. The neatness in how it is arranged and the sheer volume of objects has spatial
implications that can be utilized in the design of a micro apartment.

This project aims to further the dialogue of the viability of micro apartments in the future
of, family housing, and will focus on a design proposal for a micro apartment building to be
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located in Little Rock, Arkansas. The exact location of the building will have an impact on the
end design of the apartment units and the assembly of those units. The project will consider the
materials and construction used to create the building. The details of the unit will be heavily
studied in order to create functional kinetic partitions to test their viability. Once the micro
apartment module is completed, the resolution of the apartment building as an aggregation will
become the project focus. The design will depend on the creation of drawings by hand and also
digitally, with the creation of physical and computer-generated models. The final result will be
two 24” x 36” presentation boards that are well-composed to be submitted for the d3 Housing
Tomorrow 2017 competition.
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Process
The semester began with the search for more precedents, followed by the study of micro
apartments in use. Videos of this type of apartment in use were vital due to the temporal aspect
that is inherent with this unit type. Movable partition walls, double-duty furniture, expanded
spaces and thickened walls all have an effect on how a space can be read throughout a given day.
While watching these videos, sketches were made to log ideas about living compactly or ideas
about maximizing different spaces at a time. A few precedents that were studied for their ideas
about living small include: Yolanda’s House by PKMN, Pico Dwelling by Steve Sauer, and Lego
Apartment by Barbara Appolloni.
Yolanda’s House consisted of three walls that were hung from the ceiling using sliding
tracks typically used in warehouses. Between each wall a specific function is addressed which
can be dimensionally adjusted by sliding the walls, allowing the bedroom, office, and kitchen to
be reconfigured into a single room. The house is intended for one occupant but shows some
promise on how to create rooms for a family that can adapt to any needs throughout the day. The
architects produced drawings that provide an understanding of how the spaces could change over
time and how they started to conceptualize the space, a useful precedent to develop a family
micro apartment.
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Pico Dwelling is used like a playground; the inhabitant climbs up and down to reach or
activate different functions. Fitting everything within 192 square feet, the designer chose to stack
program to fit everything into the space, showing that cubic volume is an important
consideration in the design of a micro apartment. The dwelling promotes the idea of
incorporating fun into the design of the unit.

Lego Apartment made use of a thickened wall to hold multiple functions. The wall hides
everything inside, only hinting at the uses concealed within it by the pattern of joints along its
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surface. In addition to the thickened wall with all its cabinetry, the patio is raised to hide a bed,
which alternatively serves as a couch. A couple issues with the design of the apartment deal with
a shower compartment that is exposed to other areas within the unit, potentially compromising
privacy. There is also little opportunity for personal items to add character to the minimalist
design: everything must be hidden at all times.

These precedents serve as the foundation against which ideas may be tested. The goal is
to transform the ideas found within these units to best accommodate families rather than
replicating exactly what has been done, since that would not aid in the discussion of the viability
of the micro apartment.
The next step was to look at the programs found in multi-person apartments: the
bedroom, bathroom, kitchen, living room, dining room, laundry, office and storage. Then, to
break it down further, the objects that make up each of these elements were studied to see
overlaps between any of the objects that could result in a more efficient use of space.
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A dining room space saver was the first module developed, but it seemed to offer too
little variability in terms of service to the inhabitants of the unit and did not make proper use of
wall poché. Its only benefit was its minimal effect on the floorspace of the apartment.

The bathroom was studied next with the goal of making a module that could fit within the
thickened wall, leaving an uninterrupted plane. Following the idea of a “wet” bathroom, where
the shower does not have its own partition to contain the water, the toilet, sink and shower are
stacked in a single unit. A swivel toilet and sink intended for hospitals make up the base for this
space-saving device. The toilet may be hidden when not in use, resulting in a more aesthetically
pleasing bathroom, as well as keeping the toilet and toilet paper dry when the shower is used.
The module provides a 3’ by 3’ area to occupy and approximately the same area to house the
plumbing and storage.
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Creating these modules helped achieve the mindset necessary to design a micro apartment where
every detail needs to have a reason in order to create a comfortable living space.
Design began by testing different basic organizational strategies in model form.
Cardboard, tape, glue, and wire were used to create moving pieces in the models to test the
different space configurations and to find potential conflicts between the kinetic components.
Spatial strategies included the combination of an object as space definer, lofted spaces, thickened
floors, moving walls and partitions. The goal was to create spaces that served double-duty;
nothing could be singular in its function.
The first few designs were made independent of a site and without aggregation. This
strategy resulted in a unit in the form of a rectangular prism, the long edge oriented toward the
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exterior in order to maximize glazing, making the space feel larger than its dimensions. The first
model made use of two space defining objects: the kitchen unit and the outdoor patio. This
resulted in a strong definition of thresholds across the room, but made the overall space feel quite
small. Problems included the operation of some of the kinetic units, for example, in some
instances a door was blocked by a pull-down bed. This proved to be an important lesson in
considering a family’s daily routine and caused me as a designer to be more aware of the
positioning of each piece of within a unit.
A subsequent iteration of the family micro unit included a raised floor and a moving wall.
The main bed of the unit nested into the floor of the adjacent unit, which allowed for the bed to
function like a couch for the living room. The moving wall contained the children’s bedroom on
one side and the living room on the other, meaning that the living room could take up the entire
space or slide back to reveal the bedroom at night. The bathroom served as a hallway when not
in use; this proved problematic in the normal course of a family’s daily activities. This unit,
despite including less square footage than the previous unit, felt larger and more aesthetically
pleasing, due to the clarity of its form and the lack of spatial interruptions. An issue that arose
out of creating this unit was the lack of opportunity for conventional furniture or objects in
general. If the family wanted to bring in an armchair or an antique coffee table, they would be
hard-pressed to find a spot for it to fit comfortably.
Out of a desire to find a place for non-movable, traditional furniture, the next model
proved a loft for each bedroom, to make room for a space that could hold more traditional items
in an unchanging configuration. This allowed the inhabitants to bring their own character to the
unit. The bedrooms were stacked vertically to a height of sixteen feet, thereby leaving enough
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space for an occupant to sit up in bed within each room. This unit made efficient use of
horizontal space but little in terms of volume. Most of the walls were difficult to reach and made
for an unsafe space. The programs also had little overlap, which was an issue in terms of creating
a multi-functional apartment.
The fourth test model was designed to fit a single person, or a couple, attempting to
accommodate more than just families at the complex. The floor was thickened to contain a bed
that could be revealed by pulling a latch open. An aisle for furniture and fixed objects was
maintained as a place for these objects to be stored while the bed was in use. The unit was then
refined to have the possibility of accommodating growing families by the juncture of adjoining
units.. This type accommodated off all the criteria that had been established, allowing the
opportunity to consider how this unit might aggregate in a series and comprise an entire building
located in the heart of downtown Little Rock.
A set of building blocks representing a set of units was made to quickly test different
aggregation strategies. The goals were to reinforce the street edge, be efficient with the number
of apartments, keep the scale of the building at a comfortable level relative to the adjacent
context, and to create different scales of public spaces. The first move was to raise the building
on a plinth, making room for a parking garage and space for retail and restaurants on the ground
floor, with offices on the second floor. The blocks were then rearranged until a configuration was
found that satisfied the conditions, and then the placement of the units was tested in a more
precise fashion. Multiple iterations were tested; most satisfactory was a courtyard block
configuration that included major voids in the overall composition in order to segment the
continuous surface of the building, allowing for more light, and a break in the scale of the
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massing. The plan arrangement was conceived as double-loaded; some areas were single-loaded,
in areas of close adjacency.
An estimate of the apartments to building mass ratio resulted in a 60% efficiency rate;
this was determined to be too low, and required the units to be redesigned. This occurred due to
the orientation of the long edge of the unit facing outside. To fix this issue, the apartments had
their orientation flipped to have a long, skinny proportion with a smaller amount of glazing at its
end. This proved to be a difficult arrangement to design for a family, since each bedroom must
have direct access to daylight. The module was then stretched on the glazing portion, resulting in
an “L” shape that requires nesting with another “L” shaped unit. This change created an
opportunity for the placement of egress stairs and elevator cores away from the exterior of the
building and increased the building mass ratio to 75% efficiency.

The next point of emphasis was the resolution of the exterior edge of the apartments in
conjunction with the elevation of the building. To begin the process of articulating these aspects,
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a study was made of a corner fenestration arrangement in the living space of Louis Kahn’s
Norman Fisher house, as well as brick finishes from a multitude of projects. The goal was to
express the function of the apartments in a decorative manner while also obscuring the structural
order on the exterior. To accomplish this, horizontal and vertical strips compete for dominance
on the facade, creating a rhythm of movement similar to the sliding and folding of the apartments
inside.

The interior of the units were refined to suggest their construction, showing how they
might comfortably house families. Five principles were found to be essential in designing this
type of space. The first principle is efficiency. Due to the nature of the project, space is at a
premium and any mismanagement of organization results in unused or cramped space. The next
issue to be addressed is that of flexible space. Everything in this type of unit needs to perform
multiple-duty. Unchanging conditions should be avoided unless it aids in the next consideration:
comfort. People should be able to relax in their home and not feel like a visitor in the place they
reside. Providing space for familiar objects or sentimental things is key in creating a successful
unit. It is also important to design for privacy. Living with three other people is enough of a
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challenge; having a space that offers a respite from being in constant contact with people will
make for a calmer, happier family. Perhaps obvious, but important to consider is the final
principle: to design for daily routines. As each function gets smaller and begins to overlap, so
does each family member’s schedule. For example, the living room, previously separate and of
single function, now doubles as a bedroom. How might that affect the routine of each person? It
is crucial to think of the temporal aspect of the spaces created. These five principles aid in the
design of a familial micro apartment and may not be fully resolved in the final design of the
apartment, but create a clear direction towards the creation of a successful micro apartment for
families.
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